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1

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

North Yorkshire County Council wishes to apply for planning permission for
a new road to bypass the communities of Bedale, Aiskew and Leeming Bar.
As part of the planning process, an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
has been carried out to understand the effects that the bypass would have on
the environment. The results of the assessment are available in the
Environmental Statement, and are summarised in this Non-Technical
Summary (NTS).

1.1.2

The bypass is intended to relieve traffic congestion in the communities of
Bedale, Aiskew and Leeming Bar. This congestion currently causes
problems relating to road safety, air quality and noise.

1.1.3

The road would start in the west at a new roundabout on the A684, north of
Bedale near Bedale Golf Club, and would end in the east at another new
roundabout on the A684, east of Leeming Bar, between Holmfield Farm and
Spring House to the south of Scruton. The road would be 4.8km long, and
would be a single-carriageway, designed for a 60 mile per hour speed limit.
The road would cross over Bedale Beck, Rectory Wood and the Wensleydale
Railway at two locations, as well as passing beneath the new A1(M) upgrade
at the new Leeming Bar junction. Trees and shrubs would be planted to help
to blend the road in to the surrounding area. Figure 1 in Appendix 1 of this
NTS, illustrates the landscape and environmental design proposed to
integrate the Bypass into its surroundings and to mitigate significant adverse
environmental impacts where feasible.

1.1.4

In June 2012, an addendum to the ES was produced, to reflect minor
changes to the scheme design since the ES was written in 2010. Due to the
minor nature of the changes, the addendum has not required any of the
assessment reported in this NTS to be changed. However, Figure 1 of this
NTS has been updated to show the minor changes to the design. There are
no further changes beyond this introductory section.
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2

Methods of Assessment

2.1

Method of Assessment

2.1.1

The Environmental Impact Assessment has been carried out in line with the
relevant legislation and has followed best practice guidance. This includes
guidance contained in the Highways Agency’s Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges, as well as more specialist guidance where necessary, including that
published by the Landscape Institute and the Institute for Ecology and
Environmental Management.

2.1.2

Impacts have been assessed by considering the sensitivity of the different
parts of the environment and the magnitude (size) of impacts that would
occur. These two considerations together allow the significance of an impact
to be understood.

2.1.3

Environmental impacts may be adverse or beneficial. Wherever possible, if
adverse impacts are identified, ways of reducing those impacts have been
identified, and so the scheme design has developed during the period of the
EIA.

2.1.4

Impacts may occur during construction or after the road is open to traffic,
and they may be temporary or permanent.
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3

Types of Impact

3.1

Types of Impact

3.1.1

Impacts have been considered for a range of environmental topics. The
impacts for each topic are summarised below:

3.2

Community and Private Assets

3.2.1

The scheme would not affect the use of private property or facilities used by
the community. This is because the bypass would not take land from such
properties, and also because the bypass would not cut people off from
facilities that they use. For example, schools, doctors’ surgeries and libraries
serve local residents in the communities of Bedale, Aiskew and Leeming Bar,
and the road would not cut through these communities. However, the road
would pass through farmers’ fields, and so farms would be affected.

3.3

Air Quality

3.3.1

The construction of the bypass could release dust which could cause a
nuisance within a few hundred metres of the construction site. However, the
risk of this would be kept to a minimum by taking care to keep loose material
damp.

3.3.2

Once the bypass opened to traffic, there would be reduced numbers of
vehicles passing through Bedale, Aiskew and Leeming Bar, as large
numbers would use the bypass instead. Vehicle exhaust emissions in the
communities would reduce, and so local air quality would improve in those
areas.

3.3.3

Close to the bypass, air quality would be worse than it would be without the
bypass, but there are fewer people living and working in those areas, and no
properties would be immediately next to the new road, so fewer people would
be affected. The increases in pollution levels at properties near to the
bypass would be slight, and would be well within acceptable limits.

3.4

Noise

3.4.1

Noise from construction activities would be heard at properties close to the
construction site. This noise would be temporary, and would be likely to be
restricted to normal working hours, generally avoiding evenings and
weekends.

3.4.2

The pattern of long term noise impacts would be similar to that for air quality
impacts. Properties in the communities would benefit from lower noise
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levels, as traffic would be re-routed to the bypass. The small number of
properties closer to the bypass route would experience more noise, and for
some of these, the change would be significant.
3.5

Water Environment

3.5.1

Construction activity can pose a risk to water quality in rivers and streams,
as sediments, fuel and chemicals could be spilt and could run off into
watercourses. However, good site practice will reduce this risk to an
acceptable level.

3.5.2

Once the road opened to traffic, the risk to the quality of surface waters
would be low, and there would be no impacts on groundwater. Ponds would
be used to slow down the flow of water running off the road, and so there
would be no change to the risk of flooding.

3.5.3

Oil interceptors would provide pollution protection.

3.6

Cultural Heritage

3.6.1

The bypass would cut through three sites of archaeological importance,
causing adverse impacts on each. It would not be possible to preserve the
archaeology of the affected parts of these sites in their current location, but
detailed records would be made. In two cases, the resulting impacts would
be large adverse, and in the third, the impact would be of moderate adverse
significance. Once the road opened to traffic, there would be no further
impacts on archaeology.

3.6.2

The impacts on historic buildings have also been considered. During
construction, five sites would experience adverse impacts as a result of
changes to their views and to noise and disturbance. Once the road opened
to traffic, three of these sites would experience slight adverse impacts in
relation to changes to their setting. On the other hand, two of these sites
would experience slight benefits from reduced traffic in the local area.

3.7

Nature Conservation

3.7.1

The construction of the bypass would cause areas of habitat to be lost, as
woodland and hedgerows would be cut through, open land would be lost, and
minor water courses would be put into culverts under the road. These
impacts would continue after the opening of the road. Areas of habitat
creation have been identified to offset these impacts, but the impacts would
remain significant locally.

3.7.2

Various species would be affected by the introduction of the bypass and the
related changes to habitats, at a level that would be significant locally. These
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species have been identified as amphibians, bats, birds, otters and aquatic
invertebrates.
3.8

Landscape and Visual Amenity

3.8.1

Elements of the local landscape would change adversely during the
construction of the bypass, for example because of the creation of raised
embankments and bridges as well as the removal of trees. Areas of land on
the edges of the scheme may benefit from integration into the landscape.

3.8.2

The views from several properties would be made worse during the
construction period. These visual impacts have been assessed as ‘large
adverse’ using a standard description.

3.8.3

Once the road opened to traffic, adverse impacts would reduce, as trees and
hedgerows planted during construction would start to mature. By the design
year (15 years after opening), the impacts on the landscape character would
be slightly adverse.

3.8.4

The impacts on visual amenity, once the road opened to traffic, would be
slight beneficial overall, as views from properties in the communities would
be improved by the reduction in traffic. However, two receptors would
continue to experience large, adverse impacts in the design year.

3.9

Geology and Soils

3.9.1

Impacts on soils and geology would occur during the construction phase, but
their significance would be only slight. These relate to the extraction of
minerals and the possibility of encountering contaminated land.

3.9.2

The assessment also considered earthworks balance (meaning how much
excavation is required, and whether any material needs to be brought to site
to create areas of raised embankments), geology, landforms, and changes to
soil quality. Impacts of these types were assessed as being of neutral
significance.

3.10

Effects on all Travellers

3.10.1

The assessment considered the impact on people using footpaths and other
public rights of way, and on drivers using roads in the local area.

3.10.2

The bypass would not cut across or join any public rights of way, and so
there would be no impact on the use of any such routes. The bypass
includes proposals to improve non-motorised links for pedestrians, cyclists
and horse riders to the east of the A1(M).
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3.10.3

Overall, drivers’ stress would be reduced by the bypass, once it opened to
traffic, as congestion would be reduced, although drivers along the A684
north of Bedale would experience increased stress when negotiating the new
roundabout, compared to the situation without the scheme.

3.10.4

Vehicle travellers would experience changes in their views during the
construction period, as well as once the road was open to traffic. There
would be adverse impacts on the views experienced by drivers on the A684
at both ends of the scheme, although the significance would reduce as
landscape planting became mature. Views from the A684 to the west of
Bedale Roundabout would continue to be of large adverse significance in the
design year (15 years after opening).

3.11

Cumulative Effects

3.11.1

Some locations would be affected in a number of different ways by the
scheme. For example, properties in Bedale would experience a number of
beneficial impacts, whilst properties close to the bypass would experience a
number of adverse impacts. Similarly, risks to water quality are linked to
risks to aquatic ecology.

3.11.2

Some of the impacts of the scheme should be considered together with
similar impacts that are expected from the current improvements to the A1 in
the area. This has been done, and the combined effects of the two schemes
are summarised here:
• Local air quality would improve due to reduced congestion in built-up areas,
although greenhouse gas emissions would increase, due to increased speeds
on the A1(M);
• The A1(M) improvements would reduce noise levels at neighbouring
properties, but would not alter the assessment of noise impacts for the
bypass scheme;
• Surface water quality would be improved by the two schemes together, as
pollution prevention measures would be included for the first time on the
A1(M);
• There would be no cumulative impacts of the two schemes on cultural
heritage, as they do not affect the same sites;
• There would be no cumulative impacts of the two schemes on ecology;
• The combined effects of the two schemes on landscape and visual amenity
would be broadly similar to those of the bypass scheme alone;
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• Drivers using both the bypass and the improved A1(M) would experience less
stressful journeys on both of these roads than they would on either of the
existing routes.
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Appendix 1 – Figure 1
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